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Date: 27.02.2020 15:30
Location: Skype-Besprechung
Participants:
Das Arun, FG-461 (BMW Group)
Manel Hammouda (Manel.Hammouda@bmw.de) (BMW Group)
Platzer Thomas, EG-342 (BMW Group)
Per Lewerenz (per.lewerenz@daimler.com) (Mercedes Benz AG on behalf of Daimler TSS)
Jan Dobberstein (jan.dobberstein@daimler.com) (Mercedes Benz AG on behalf of Daimler TSS)
Tuan Duong Quang (Tuan.DuongQuang@tuev-sued.de) (TÜV SÜD Auto Service GmbH)
Alexander Eliseev (TÜV SÜD Auto Service GmbH)
Dmitri.Fix@itk-engineering.de (ITK Engineering GmbH)
Daniel.Schmidt6@de.bosch.com (Robert Bosch GmbH)
Stark, Lukas (K-GERT/A) (VW on behalf of VW GoA)
Schoenawa, Stefan, Dr. (K-GERT/A) (VW on behalf of VW GoA)

Notes
Current status of activities by Uwe Wössner:
A separate branch "cmake" has been created based on the release v0.6. The previous pull request by
Uwe Wössner proposing a cmake build system is expected to be rebased and pushed to the branch
"cmake".
-> Jan and Daniel will determine the current status from Uwe Wössner and find out when we can expect
the pull request.
Todos from AC Story Writing Workshop:
1) Who are the recipients of sim@openpass-dev?
This information cannot be made public by the Eclipse Foundation. However, anybody can
subscribe to the list.
Developers will start using the list for technical discussions.
2) Who will move the content from the current project to GitLab?
Eclipse Foundation
3) Will there be a Jenkins behind the GitLab?
Yes.
4) When are we able to move?
Q2/2020. Open question: can we be treated as a "new project" to move earlier? -> Tuan will
clarify with the Eclipse Foundation
5) Does the EF provide a windows build server?
Answer from the Eclipse Foundation: "All our master build servers (Jenkins) are running on Linux.
Build agents for other OS like Windows, Mac, etc. can be attached.
The easiest solution is usually that the project provides an external build agent."
Simulation components, agent components and interfaces:
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Simulation components, agent components and interfaces:
An explanation of the slides was given by Dmitri.
Dmitri will write a few paragraphs to explain the slides.
Comments and change requests on the slides can be send to Arun.
Overview of planed commits by BMW:
An overview of upcoming pull requests was given by BMW.
Open question: Does a sensor directly use the world interface or also the agent interface?
Short feedback on openPASS overview slides:
Include both title images in the slide set (current one and the one from the Bosch website). Later we can
remove one of them.
Modular driver architecture:
Clear distinction is needed between the driver content and the openPASS platform. Our project should
focus on the platform and interfaces.
Due to copyleft effects of the SUMO content, the source code has to be made publicly available
somewhere.
We need to discuss which part of the modular driver architecture will be incorporated in the platform.
The discussion will be continued in the SC.
AOB:
Ralph Müller will leave the Eclipse Foundation. The successor will be introduced.
A new Eclipse Foundation will be founded in Europe and they will set up own servers.
-> A responsible from the Eclipse Foundation will be invited to the next SC to explain details of the
restructuring.
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